The number of these eigenvalues is infinitely increasing when 3L -» +00.
Let p^ be a measure on K which is equal to the sum of the Dirac measures at
where f e C(K) and a^, bg are the principal symbols of the operators A and B. By other words, for any f e C(K) p^f) = po(f) X" + oOL").
This result is considered as a generalization of the classical Szego theorem [2] on the contraction of a multiplication operator to the space of trigonometrical polynomials. It dues toGuillemin [3] .
We prove that for sufficiently smooth function f the remainder in (l) is
Od"" Remark 4. We suppose that this estimate holds for r = 2. If it is true then the theorem 1 is valid for r = 2 as well.
3. Now we shall prove the following abstract theorem. On account of (3) the theorems 1 and 2 follow from the results mentioned in the section 2.
We deduce (3) from the following well known Berezin 's inequality. we obtain exactly (4).
In view of (5). to prove the theorem 5 it is sufficient to estimate where (X-s/2) ^ k^s/^ (31 -e). The sum in the right hand side is estimated by some constant C^ not depending on 3L Therefore
IKi-n^Bn.jl^cjiBfN^a).
It completes the proof of the theorem 5 and of the theorems 1 and 2. Remark Q. The theorem 5 can be applied in various different problems as well. For example, it allows to improve some results from [4] .
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